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INTRODUCTION

This report describes the logistics of, survey parameters, and 

interpretation of a Horizontal Loop B.M. survey and Total Field 

Magnetometer survey conducted on the Catharine Twp. Property, 

Larder Lake Mining Division, Ontario. The work was done on a 

contract basis for International Kengate Ventures by Rayan 

Exploration Ltd., Timmins, Ontario. The linecutting and survey 

parameters were looked after by International Kengate Ventures 

representative, Mr. Fred Kierniki, Kirkland Lake, Ontario.

The purpose of the survey was to determine if several 

previously detected ground VLF conductors were legitimate bedrock 

responses and to test the remainder of the grid for any conductive 

features which may be caused by sulphides, possibly containing 

copper and or gold mineralization similar to several known 

occurrences within two miles of the property in a similar 

geological environment. The magnetic survey was done to help 

correlate the geology.



LOCATION AND ACCESS

The Catharine Twp. Property is located in parts of Cone. V and 

VI, lots 2,3 and 4, Catharine Township, Larder Lake Mining 

Division, Ontario, 7 miles southwest of the town of Larder Lake, 

Ontario.

Access to the property is via Hwy. 624 running south-southwest 

from the town of Larder Lake for approximately 7 miles to the 

Benson Lake Road turn off which goes south east. At this point, 

several secondary roads go north and northwest through the 

property.

CLAIM STATUS

The Catharine Twp. Property consists of a group of 24 

contiguous, unpatented mining claims in Catharine Township, Larder 

Lake Mining Division, Ontario. The claims are registered in the 

name of International Kengate Ventures.

The surveys dealt with in this report covered all or parts of 

the following claims:

TOWNSHIP 

Catharine

Catharine

CLAIM NUMBERS NO OF UNITS

112073-112079 (6) 6

1111483-1111493 (10) 10

1185992 (1) 2

1187212 (1) 4

Catharine 

Catharine

MINING DIVISION

Larder Lake 

Larder Lake 

Larder Lake 

Larder Lake
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PBRSONNBL

The following personnel, employed by Rayan Exploration Ltd., 

Timmins, Ontario, were directly involved with carrying out the 

surveys described by this report:

Richard Sproule Timmins, Ontario 

Rick Taylor Timmins, Ontario 

David MacArthur Timmins, Ontario 

Wayne Pearson Timmins, Ontario

The work was carried out between February li, 1994 - March l, 

1994.



PREVIOUS WORK ON AMD SURROUNDING THE PROPERTY

The following is a brief description of the economic mineral 

occurrences in the vicinity of the property. It is taken from a 

report on the property by H. Ferderber Geophysics Ltd.

"Map 2205 and the Ontario Geological Survey Mineral Deposits 

Circular 18, Gold Deposits of Ontario, Part 2, 1979, describe and 

locate the mineral deposits, prospects and occurrences in the area 

of the property. A great many mineral occurrences have been 

discovered in the metavolcanic belt, northeast of the Round Lake 

Batholith. In Catharine, McElroy and Skead Townships, within 2 

miles of the property, numerous Au, Au-Cu, Cu, Au-Cu-Mo and Cu-Zn 

mineral occurrences and prospects have been delineated. The Gold 

Hill Gold Mine and Cathroy Larder Gold-Silver Mine are situated 1.5 

miles west and 1.25 miles north-northwest of the property, in 

Catharine and McElroy Townships, respectively. The Gold Hill Mine 

produced 660 ounces of gold at a recovered grade of 0.14 oz/ton in 

1927 and 1928. Gold was in lenses and veins of interbanded quartz 

and sulphides occupying shear zones in mafic to intermediate 

metavolcanics. Between 1941 and 1944, and 1947 and in 1957 the 

Cathroy Larder Mine produced 3,227 ounces of Au at a recovered 

grade of 0.15 oz/ton, and 933 ounces of silver. An estimate of the 

ore reserves, in 1972, outlined 650,000 tons, averaging 0.204 

oz/ton gold. Gold and silver mineralization occurs in a series of 

parallel fractured zones in fragmental intermediate to felsic 

metavolcanics.



GEOLOGY

The Catharine Twp. Property is located within the "Abitibi 

Volcanic Greenstone Belt" which consists of interbedded volcanic 

and sedimentary rocks with mafic and felsic intrusives, all of 

Archeon age. The predominant strike direction in the belt is east- 

west, steeply dipping and highly folded and faulted.

The Ontario Department of Mines, Map 2205, "Timmins-Kirkland 

Lake Geological Compilation Series", indicates the claims are 

underlain by intermediate and mafic volcanics. This map shows a 

contact between mafic flows and pyroclastic rocks to the northeast 

and intermediate volcanic to the southwest striking northwest 

through the northeast part of the surveyed grid. This contact is 

delineated very well by the magnetometer survey which shows a 

distinct change in magnetic susceptibility along a northwest trend 

east of TL28E with the mafic volcanics to the northeast having a 

background signature of 300-400 nano-Teslas higher than the 

intermediate volcanics to the southwest.

Detailed property geological information is not available due 

to the scarcity of bedrock exposure.



In Catharine Township, the Moncrief Au and Turzone Au-Cu 

Prospects lie 1.6 and 2 Biles southwest and west of the claim 

group. Mafic metavolanics containing more than 30 quartz veins 

with sulphide mineralization and visible gold have produced 

underground assays of up to 7.86 ounces of gold at the Moncrief 

Prospect. A series of narrow, lenticular quartz veins striking N60 

degrees west contain sulphide mineralization hosting gold and 

copper mineralization at the Turzone Prospect. Assays from drill 

core ranged from trace to 13.39 ounces of Au and a grab sample rom 

the shaft assayed 0.47 oz/ton Au, 0.53 oz/ton Ag and 1.76 percent 

Cu.

Also in Catharine Township, the Kordol, Ven Arman and Walsh- 

Taylor gold occurrences have been discovered on properties, 0.25 

miles west, 0.5 miles south and 2 miles south, respectively, of the 

Kengate claim group. Gold in these occurrences is in quartz veins, 

shear zones and alteration zones, generally within metavolcanic 

rocks.

In 1946, at the Tyon Prospect, 1.5 miles east of the property 

in Skead Township, 0.22 oz/ton au was found in quartz-calcite 

stringers within andesite. Two Cu-Zn occurrences also lie 0.75 to 

l mile east of the claim group in Skead Township. These 

occurrences appear to be located within melavolcanics."

A VLF-EM survey was done on the property for Mr. Fred 

Kierniki. It outlines several NW striking conductors.



SURVEY PARAMETERS 

HORIZONTAL LOOP B.M. SURVEY

A total of 7.8 miles of HLEM survey was conducted on an 

imperial grid with the Baseline andTielines running at N45 degrees 

East, spaced 400 feet apart with chained pickets at 10O foot 

intervals. Only the northwest part of the grid from L24N-L60N was 

covered by the HLEM survey. A brief description of the method and 

survey specifications is as follows:

The Horizontal Loop EM survey was carried out with an Apex 

Max-Min II instrument. These surveys are commonly called "Max- 

Mi n" surveys in recent times.

The Max-Min II instrument can operate at five frequencies 

(3555HZ, 1777HZ, 888HZ, 444HZ, 222HZ)., and is capable of coil 

separations from 25 meters to 200 meters. Although it can be used 

in the vertical loop mode as well as minimum coupled, it is most 

often used in the Maximum Coupled, Co-Planer mode which is in 

effect a Horizontal Loop Electromagnetic Survey.

The instrument records the "In-Phase" and "Out-of-Phase" 

components of the anomalous resultant field from a conductor as a 

percentage of the primary field strength. Both components are used 

in the interpretation of the results. Generally, the larger the 

ratio of peak negative responses between In-Phase and Out-of-Phase, 

the higher the conductivity of the anomaly. A ratio of 1:1 is 

considered a medium conductor.

The purpose of reading more than one frequency is to obtain 

more information about the conductor itself as well as the



conductivity of the overburden etc. The higher frequencies will 

respond to weaker conductive features such as faults, conductive 

overburden etc. As a result the signal from these frequencies can 

attenuate very quickly, possibly not penetrating to the bedrock at 

all. The lower frequencies having a longer wavelength tend to 

penetrate deeper and generally only respond to anonalies with a 

higher order of conductance. Thus as with most geophysical 

techniques it is a trade off as to depth of penetration vs. 

conductance threshold detectable. The use of multl frequency 

surveys helps to alleviate this problem at a minimal extra cost.

The Max-Min survey was carried out using an Apex Max-Min 

II instrument reading 1777HZ, and 444HZ with a constant coil 

spacing of 300 feet. The Maximum Coupled mode was employed with 

the coils co-planer. A reading interval of 100 feet was used. 

The entire survey was read with unit serial no. 1057 with twice 

daily phase mix testing to ensure that the data would be consistent 

across the surveyed area.

A plan scale of 1:4800 was chosen with a profile scale of l cm 

= 10*. The results are presented on maps 2 and 3 in the back of 

this report.

8



TOTAL FIELD MAGNETOMETER SURVEY

A total of 14 miles of magnetometer survey was carried out, 

covering all of the grid described under the HLEM survey. A brief 

description of the method used and survey specifications is as 

follows:

An EDA Omni Plus Proton Precession magnetometer was used to 

carry out the magnetometer survey. The instrument is synchronized 

with an EDA recording base station to help eliminate magnetic 

diurnal variation. This should ensure an accuracy of less than 10 

Nt.

The Proton Precession method involves energizing a wire coil 

immersed in a hydrocarbon fluid. This causes the protons in the 

proton rich fluid to spin or precess simulating spinning magnetic 

dipoles. When the current is removed the protons precess about the 

direction of the earth's magnetic field, generating a signal in the 

same coil which is proportional to the total magnetic field 

intensity. In this way, the horizontal gradient of the earth's 

magnetic field can be measured and plotted in plan form with values 

of equal intensity joined to form a contour map.

This presentation is useful in correlating with other data

sets to aid in structural interpretation. Individual magnetic 

responses can be interpreted for dip, depth and width estimates 

after profiling the data.



The following parameters were employed for the survey:

Instrument - EDA Omni Plus Proton Precession Magnetometer

Station Interval - 50 feet

Line Interval - 400 feet

Diurnal Correction Method - EDA Recording Base Station

Data Presentation - Magnetic Contours/postings Map l

- 1:4800 scale

- Contour interval s 20 nano-teslas

10



SURVBY RESULTS

MAGNETOMETER SURVEY

The magnetometer survey outlines a distinct NW contact, ME of 

TL28E. This is most likely the contact between the intermediate 

volcanics to the southwest and mafic volcanics to the northeast 

which have a higher magnetic susceptibility. This correlates well 

with the geological contact shown in O. D. M. Map 2205.

The intermediate volcanics underlaying the southwest part of 

the grid have a uniform magnetic background with the exception of 

several isolated magnetic highs in the western part.

The mafic volcanic to the northwest part of the grid have a 

30-400 nT higher magnetic susceptibility with NW trending narrow 

zones of up to 1800 nT higher than the intermediate volcanics. 

There is insufficient coverage to delineate any distant units with 

the mafic volcanics but the NW corner of the grid has a much higher 

magnetic response.

HORIZONTAL LOOP EM SURVEY

The HLEM survey did not outline any conductive zones 

indicative of massive sulphide mineralization near surface

Three, very weak quadrature responses were outlined in the 

western part of the grid. All these have a coincident magnetic 

response of up to 150 nT above background. They are described as 

follows:

li



CONDUCTOR A:

CONDUCTOR B:

CONDUCTOR C:

weak quadrature response
L40N/2900W, L36N/2900W
open to the NW and possibly SB
coincident magnetic response of approximately
150 nT above background

weak quadrature response
L40N/2150E
open to NW
coincident magnetic response, approximately
100 nT above background

weak quadrature response
- L40N/450W, L36N/450W, L32N/450W, L28N/450W
- coincident magnetic response, approximately 

40 nT above background
- this conductor appears to be coincident with a 
previously detected VLF conductor on the survey 
done for Mr. Fred Kierniki. This survey shows the 
conductor running from L24N/225E - L52N/1000W

- the HLEM survey did not cover the conductor NW 
of L40N

- the VLF survey shows a break in the conductor 
between 1400N and 2000N. This is most likely 
due to a previously outlined magnetic feature 
striking NNE which is outlined on the current 
magnetometer survey on L40N/350E, L36N/1300E, 
L32N/2100E where it is open to the NE. It has 
a magnetic susceptibility of approximately 200 nT 
above background and is possibly an intrusive dike.

The HLEM survey didn't indicate any conductivity over a VLF 

conductor outlined on L52N/2000E, L48N/2100E, L44N/2150E.

12



CONCLUSIONS AMD RECOMMENDATIONS

The HLEM survey did not outline any near surface anomalies 

which would indicate the presence of massive sulphide 

mineralization. It did however outline three weak conductors in 

the west part of the grid. While the conductivity response is not 

indicative of massive sulphides, it may be caused by disseminated 

sulphides which is the case in many of the mineral occurrences in 

the vicinity, some of which were economic to sub economic.

It is recommended that an Induced Polarization survey be 

conducted on all or parts of the grid. It should test conductors 

A,B and C as well as the other VLF conductors outlined on the 

previous survey. Some areas of the mafic volcanics should be 

surveyed with I.P. in particular the NW corner as well as the 

assumed contact between the mafic volcanics and intermediate 

volcanics. The presence of numerous mineral occurrences close to 

the grid would certainly justify this survey.

13



CERTIFICATION

I, Raymond Joseph Melkle of Timmins, Ontario hereby certify 

that:

1. I hold a three year Technologist Diploma from the 

Ha1 leybury School of Mines, Halleybury, Ontario, obtained 1n May 

1975.

2. I have been practising my profession since 1973 m 

Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Newfoundland, NWT, 

Manitoba, Germany and Chile.

3. I have been employed directly with Teck Corporation, 

Metal lgessel1schaft Canada Ltd. Sablna Industries, .S. Middleton 

Exploration Services Ltd., self employed 1979-1985 (Rayan 

Exploration Ltd.) and currently with Rayan Exploration Ltd.

4. I have based conclusions and recommendations contained 1n 

this report on knowledge of the area, my previous experience and on 

the results of the field work conducted on the property during 

1990.

5. I hold no Interest, directly or Indirectly 1n this 

property, nor do I expect to receive any Interest or considerations 

from International Kengate Ventures.

/7

Dated this 5th day of March, 1994 

at Timmins, Ontario.
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MAXIMUM II
EM

m Five frequencies: BBS, 444, , 1777 and 3555 Hz.

Maximum coupled C horizontal-loop l operation with 
reference cable.

Minimum coupled operation with reference cable. 

Vertical-loop operation without reference cable.

Coil separations: 25, 50,100,150, SOOand 25Om 
C with cable J or 1OO, 200,300,400, BOO and BOO ft.

Reliable data from depths of up to ISO m C BOO ft]. 

Built-in voice communication circuitry with cable. 

Tilt meters to control coil orientation.
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OMNI nrs Major Benefits
' - * Four Magnetometers In One - . 

. .;.' * self correcting for Diurnal variations
Reduced instrumentation Requirements•-.•-•I s . 
25% weight Reduction ,
user Friendly Keypad operation 
universal Computer interface 
comprehensive Software Packages



1 Specifications
Dynamic Range........ ............... .18.000 to 110.000 gammas. Ron over display feature

suppresses first significant digit upon exceeding 100.000 
gammas. 

Tuning Method ........................ .Tuning value Is calciikiled accurately utMfolng a specialty
developed tuning algorithm 

Automatic Fine Tuning................... ± 1 SK relative to ambient field strength of last stored
value 

DKpkiy Resolution ..................:. .0.1 gamma
Processing Sensitivity ...........,.. .±002 gamma
Statistical Error Resolution . .. . 001 gamma

- Absolute Accuracy . .............. ... .± 1 gamma at 50.000 gammas at 23*C
± 2 gamma over total temperature range 

Standard Memory capacity 
Total Field or Gradient.................. 1.200 data blocks or sets of readings
Tie-line Points ......... ..,..... ..... 100 data btocks or sets of readings
Base Station ...........,... ......... 5.000 data blocks or sets of readings

Display .. .. ........................ Custom-designed. njggedlzed Iquld crystal display with an
operating temperature range from -40*C to * 55*C. The 
display contains six numeric digits, decimal point, battery 
status monitor, signal decay rate and signal ampNtude 
monitor and function descriptors. 

RS 232 Serial I/O interface. .............. 2400 baud. 8 data bits. 2 stop bits, no parity
Gradient Tolerance ... . ............... 6.000 gammas per meter if (eld proven!
Test Mode .. . . ...................... A. Diagnostic testing idata and programmable memoryi

B. Self Test (hardware) 
Sensor . ... . . .................... Optimized miniature design. Magnetic cleanliness K

consistent with the specified absolute accuracy. 
Gradient Sensors............... ....... .0.5 meter snisorserxwatlonKt.-indardi.normallTcd to

gammas/meter. Optional 1.0 meter sensor separation 
available. Horizontal sensors optional. 

Sensor cable .. ... ... ............... .Remains flexible in temperature range specified. Includes
straln-rellef connector 

eyeing Time tease Station Model .. ........Programmable from 5 seconds up to 60 minutes m l
second increments 

Operating Environmental Range .......... -4TTC to 4 55*C; D-100% relative humidity: weatherproof
Power Supply ....... ................ .NorHnagnetlc rechargeable sealed lead-acid battery

cartridge or belt; reclvwgeaWe NKad or Dtsposnbie battery 
cartridge or belt; or 12V DC power source option for base 
station operation. 

Battery Cartridge/Belt Uf e ... ... 2.000 to 5.000 readings, for sealed lead acid power supply.
depending upon ambient temperature and rate of 
readings

weights and Dimensions 
instrument Console Only ...... .2.8kg. 238 x 150 x 250mm
NKad or Alcallne Battery Cartridge ...... 1.2 kg. 235 x 105 x 90mm
NlCad or Alcallne Battery Belt........... .1.2 kg. 540 x 100 x 40mm
lead Acid Battery Cartridge ............ .1.8 kg. 235x105 x 90mm
lead Add Battery Belt... ... .. ... . 1.8 kg. 540 x 100x40mm
Sensor ... .................. .1.2 ka 56mm diameter x 200mm
Gradient Sensor 

O.Smseparatlon-standardl ........... 2.1 kg. 56rr-n diameter x 790mm ^^
Gradient Sensor irV^ or, mn t iwv too 

j iLOmseparatlon-optlonali. .......... .2.2 kg. 56mm diameter x 1300mm c**- nr.uui.wimroiomo
Standard System complement .......'.. -. instrument console: sensor; 3 meter cable, aluminum e w TWO

1 sectional sensor staff, power supply, harness assembly.
operations manual sisiw.wrtPo.wi 

Base Station Option .......... standard system plus 30 meter cable
Gradiometer Option ... . .. ...... .Standard system phis0.5 meter sensor
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Ontano

Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

Ministere du 
Devetoppement du Nord 
et des mines

Statement of Costs 
for Assessment Credit
ftaft des couts aux fins 
du credit d'evaluation

Mining Act/Loi sur les mines

r Irrnnnrtinn in Dm i inn m 1 1 in i 
DOCUMENT No.

9480* OO3^0

Personal information collected on this form is obtained under the authority 
of the Mining Act. This information wil be used to maintain a record and 
ongoing status of the mining ctaimfs). Questions about this collection should 
be directed to the Provincial Manager. Minings Lands. Ministry of Northern 
Development and Mines. 4th Floor. 159 Cedar Street. Sudbury. Ontario 
P3E 6A5. telephone (705) 670-7264.

Les renseignements personnels contenus dans la presente formute sont 
recueillis en vertu de la Lot sur le* mines et serviront a tenir a jour un regtstre 
des concessions minieres. Adresser toute question sur la collece de ces 
renseignements au chef provincial des terrains miniers. ministere du 
Devetoppement du Nord et des Mines. 159. rue Cedar. 4® etage. Sudbury 
(Ontario) P3E 6A5. telephone (705) 670-7264.

1. Direct Costs/Gouts directs

Type j Description

W—.——.— 
"W

Sslsires

Contractor's 
and Consultant's 
Fes* 
Droitsde 
('entrepreneur
et de ('expert-
cooaaM

Supplies Used 
Fournlturas

Ecjulpiiiant 
Rantal 
Location da
-,,— a-*.-*-*nmvrivi

Labour 
Main-d'oeuvre
Field Supervision 
Supervision sur to terrain

TyP" 
/^iwl/^S P'^6.

7^1-^ F^

\M H.^5 //MfCuT'w(
Type

Type

Amount 
Montant

frin l

*76'9 ^

Total Direct Costs 
Total des couts directs

Totals 
Total global

r 

i

?

//, fc?6..

i

H ML f*

2. Indirect Costs/CoQts indlrects
* * Note: When claiming Rehabilitation work Indirect costs are not 

allowable as assessment work.
Pour to remboursement des travaux de rehabilitation, tes 
couts indirects ne sont pas admissibtos en tarn que travaux 
d'evaluation.

Type

Transportation 
| Transport

j-

Food ano 
Lodging 
Nourrtture et 
Mbergement
Mobilization and 
DemobWzatlon
HobHtoattonet 
OwnobWsction

Amount Allowable ( 
Montant admissible

(Total of Dine! and t
Innract C{nl8)

Description

Type

Amount 
Montant

Sub Total of Indirect Costs 
Total parttel des couts indirects

not greater than 20* of Oh 
(n'excedant pas M H de*

UkmnM* d'evakiatfc 
(ToWdMo

vet Costs) 
souts directs)
fcducredtt 
fi 
tftotfractt

Totals 
Total global

i

Note: The recorded holder will be required to verify expenditures claimed in 
this statement of costs within 30 days of a request for verification. If 
verification is not made, the Minister may reject for assessment work 
all or part of the assessment work submitted.

Note : L^litUaireenregetre sera tenu de verifier tesdepensesdemandees dans 
le present etat des couts dans tes 30 jours suivant une demande a eel 
effet. Si la verification n'est pas effectuee. le ministre peut rejeter tout 
ou une partie des travaux d'evaluation presentes.

Filing Discounts Remises pour depot

1 . Work filed within two years of completion is claimed at KXWfe of 
the above Total Value of Assessment Credit.

l . Les travaux deposes dans les deux ans suivant tour achevement sont 
rembouTsesalCH^detavateurkaatesusmerrtkxir^

2. Work filed three, four or five years after completion is claimed at 
50*M) of the above Total Value of Assessment Credit. See 
calculations below:

Total Value of Assessment CredF Total Assessment Claimed

x 0.50

2 . Les travaux deposes trois, quatre ou cinq ans apres tour achevement 
sont rembourses a 50 * de la valour totato du credit d'evaluation 
susmentionne. Voir les calaite ci-dessous.

Vatour totato du credit d'evaluation
x 0.50

Evaluation totato demandee

Certification Verifying Statement of Costs Attestation de I'etat des couts

l hereby certify
that the amounts shown are as accurate as possible and these costs 
were incurred white conducting assessment work on the lands shown 
on me accompanying Report of Work form.

7,that as '
i^eco'Cec Ho de' Agen: 

to make this certification

J atteste par la presente :
que les montants mdiques sont le plus exact possible et que ces 
depenses ont et6 engagees pour effectuer les travaux d'evaluation 
sur les terrains indiaues dans la formule de rapport de travail ci-jo'nt

l am authorized Et qu'a titre de.
iWi.:a'-e en-ec sfe 

a faire cene attestation

occu3* ca-s !a cc-'s
je suis auto-- se



Ontario
Geoscience Approvals section-.. . . 

Mmistry of
Northern Development 
and Mines

... . ..M.n.stere du 933 Ramsey
Developpement du Nord 6th Floor 
et des Mines Sudbury, Ontario

P3E 6B5

Roiid

September 27, 1994 Our File: 2.15518 
Transaction f: W9480. 00390

Mining Recorder
Ministry of Northern Development k Mines
4 Government Road East
Kirkland Lake, Ontario
P2N 1A2

Dear S ir /Madam:

Subject: APPROVAL OF ASSESSMENT WORK CREDITS ON MIMING CLAIMS 
L. 1187212 ET AL IN CATHARINE TOWNSHIP

Assessment work credits have been approved as outlined on the 
original report of work form for the submission. The credits have 
been approved under Section 14, Geophysices (Mag 6 EM), Mining Act 
Regulations .

The approval date is September 26, 1994.

If you have any questions regarding this correspondence, please 
contact Lucille Jerome at (705) 670-5855.

ORIGINAL SIGNED BY:

Ron C. Gashinski
Senior Manager, Mining Lands Section 
Mining and Land Management Branch 
Mines and Minerals Division

LJ/1J 
Enclosures :

cc: Resident Geologist
Kirkland Lake, Ontario

'Assessment Files Library 
Sudbury, Ontario
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INTERNATIONAL KENGATE VENTURES
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INBTRLJCNT. ^EX MAX-M IN 11 

NODE: HAXfMUh OXPLED. CD-PLV4AR 

flEMHNG INTERVAL 1M FT 

COIL SEPBIATIGN: 3M FT.

Y. 1777 H*

CONDUCTORS
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Claim Li ne
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INTERNATIONAL KENCATE VENTURES

CATHARINE TWP. PROPERTY

HORIZONTAL LOOP

E.M. SURVEY 1777 Hz.
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INSTRUMENT: EDA OMNI PROTON PRECESSION

PARAMETERS MEASURED: EARTH'S TOTAL

READING INTERVAL: 58 FT.

CONTOUR INTERVAL: 28 nT.

OTURNAL GUNNEL l'ION METHOD: RECORDING

QATUH SUBTRACTED FROM ALL PLOTTED

PEAK MAGNETIC HIGH: *

PEAK MAGNETIC LOW: *

OHMI 6TATWN 

S7.8H nT.

TQRO

Claim Lina

D Claim Po.1

l l l

a 
i

CATHARINE TWP. PROPERTY

TOTAL FIELD

MAGNETOMETER SURVEY


